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means the capacity for looking after
details.

As one grows older one is apt to
discover ugly hair on the face. Don't
blame this on using cream if you
have been careful to use a pure
cream of vegetable oils. These coarse
hairs come with he advancing years
and they can be pulled out with
tweezers. This will entail a close
scrutiny every day, and every hair
that shows its ugly length must be
pulled out. You can also have this
done by electrolysis every three
months you will have to resort to the
electric needle after you have had all
of those you can see taken out

Your eyebrows should be shaped
carefully and all wild hairs either
shaved or pulled out. Your hair
should be combed becomingly around
your face so as to soften it.

'I think a little rouge is permissible
to the woman of 40, provided she has
no color, but it must be a very little,
put on near the eyes on the cheek
bones and softly spread downward
toward the ears.

Over this put your powder. Never
use white powder unless you wish to
look like a woman who has patron-
ized the flour barrel.

After using powder plentifully, let
it remain on your face until you are
fully dressed. Then wipe it off softly
with a baby hair brush, brushing the
face upward very lightly. Now brush,
out your eyebrows, put a tiny bit of
rouge on the lobea of your ears, also
a little of your favorite perfume.

Outline your lips with just a hint ofv
rouge, the kind called Up stick. If
your eyebrows are thin and light
outline them with mascara on your
eyebrow brush.

Be sure your collar or ruching is
perfectly fresh and that your hair is
not straggling in the back of your
neck.

iour hat and veil must be put on
with care, and if your gown is the i

right in color and line it is dollars to
doughnuts you will be described as a j

stumming looking woman.
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Beware of haste in dressing, for if
one of these details is slighted your'
whole work is undone. ,

I think the disclosure of rouge on
any woman's face is vulgar, but you
can accentuate the tint of your
cheeks without disclosing any arti-
ficial means whatever, if you are
clever.

Don't sav after readme this that
you do not have time to practice the f
simple methods by which any woman
can become good to look at, for that
makes you confess you either are
lazy or stupid.

Pay as much attention to that
wonderful body of yours as you do
to the new bridge rules or to dusting
your living room, and you will hardly
have to seek further for beauty at
40 if you add right thinking.
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GAY, EVEN GAUDY ARE THE NEW

SKIRTS
Everybody's wearing them the

new red skirts. They were designed
for sport wear but school girls and
girls no longer in school have ap-
propriated them for wear on all oc-

casions.
The skirts of vivid hud are, of

course, unadorned by flares of rip-
ples there's such a thing as too
much color. Quite the best looking
one I've seen was cut perfectly plain
and finished at the bottom with a
two-inc- h hem and at the top with a
two-inc- h belt of the goods faced with
white, just a hairline of the white
showing. Two slanting pockets were
decorated with red bone buttons
edged with white.

They're gaudy, garish things, but
the swish of a red skirt does send the
blues
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WONDER IF GROOM CUT HIS SUB-

SCRIPTION AFTER THIS?
FUNERAL NOTICE Duluca-Dus-s- or

Marriage of Paul Duluca and
Miss Lillian Dussor, performed Oct
3 by Judge Dauenhauer, was blessed
and celebrated Oct 19 by friends.
New Orleans, La., Daily States.


